
TEACHER's MASTER

The 2020 United States presidential election is scheduled for Tuesday, November 3, 2020

Joe BIDEN (77) / Kamala HARRIS (55)
DEMOCRATS

Donald TRUMP (74) / Mike PENCE (61)
REPUBLICANS

Coronavirus Increase free testing and implement contact
tracing. Financially support small businesses
and families hit by the pandemic.

Develop a vaccine by the end of the year and “return 
to normal in 2021.”

Economy Wants to reverse the Trump administration’s 
tax cuts to obtain money to help the economy,
but reform taxes to help low-income families.
Would insist on the federal government 
investing in U.S.made materials and services.

Cut taxes and create a million small businesses.
Tax breaks for companies who return manufacturing 
to the U.S., but a ban on federal contracts for 
companies that outsource to China.

Jobs Supports raising the minimum wage to $15 an 
hour.

Create 10 million new jobs in 10 months and cut 
workers’ taxes.

Climate
and

Ecology

Wants to invest $3 trillion on green energy 
and research into green technologies.
Would rejoin the Paris Agreement and aim 
for zero emissions by 2050.

The only mentions of green issues are: “to lead the 
world in access to the cleanest drinking water and 
cleanest air.”
“Partner with other nations to clean up our planet’s 
oceans.”

Justice system He wants to reduce incarceration and increase 
rehabilitation. He doesn’t support calls to 
defund police departments but would divert
some money from policing into social 
services.

Hire more police and law enforcement officers.
Prosecute drive-by shootings as acts of domestic 
terrorism. Keep dangerous criminals locked up until 
trial.

Healthcare Would  expand  Obamacare  healthcare  to
cover 97% of Americans.

Would protect Social Security and Medicare, lower 
prescription prices and insurance premiums.

Abortion rights Promises access to reproductive care 
and abortion services.

Protect unborn life through every means 
available.

Foreign policy Biden has promised to "reinvent alliances, 
partnerships, and international institutions to 
meet common challenges”. His platform says, 
“We will lead not just with the example
of our power, but with the power of our 
example.”

End reliance on China and, “Drain the globalist 
swamp by taking on international organizations that 
hurt American citizens”.
Bring troops home and “Wipe out global terrorists 
who threaten to harm Americans.”

Immigration Would reverse Trump Administration 
policies that separate parents and children 
at the Mexican border.
Supports legalizing the Dreamers, adults who 
arrived in the U.S. illegally as
children.

There is no mention of the border wall, but 
promises to deny illegal immigrants Welfare and a 
requirement for new (legal) immigrants to be able 
to support themselves financially.

Education Would expand free college and university 
education.

Provide school choice to every child in America.
Teach American exceptionalism.

Gun control Considers gun violence is a public health crisis 
and supports measures to control
access to guns.

Supports the exercise of 2nd amendment right to bear 
arms



Complete column 1 with the fields at the bottom of this page - EASY

Joe BIDEN (77) / Kamala HARRIS (55)
DEMOCRATS

Donald TRUMP (74) / Mike PENCE (61)
REPUBLICANS

Increase free testing and implement 
contact tracing. Financially support small 
businesses and families hit by the 
pandemic.

Develop a vaccine by the end of the year and “return
to normal in 2021.”

Wants to reverse the Trump administration’s 
tax cuts to obtain money to help the economy,
but reform taxes to help low-income families.
Would insist on the federal government 
investing in U.S.made materials and services.

Cut taxes and create a million small businesses.
Tax breaks for companies who return manufacturing 
to the U.S., but a ban on federal contracts for 
companies that outsource to China.

Supports raising the minimum wage to $15 an 
hour.

Create 10 million new jobs in 10 months and cut 
workers’ taxes.

Wants to invest $3 trillion on green energy 
and research into green technologies.
Would rejoin the Paris Agreement and aim 
for zero emissions by 2050.

The only mentions of green issues are: “to lead the 
world in access to the cleanest drinking water and 
cleanest air.”
“Partner with other nations to clean up our planet’s 
oceans.”

He wants to reduce incarceration and increase
rehabilitation. He doesn’t support calls to 
defund police departments but would divert
some money from policing into social 
services.

Hire more police and law enforcement 
officers.
Prosecute drive-by shootings as acts of domestic 
terrorism. Keep dangerous criminals locked up until 
trial.

Would  expand  Obamacare  healthcare  to
cover 97% of Americans.

Would protect Social Security and Medicare, lower 
prescription prices and insurance premiums.

Promises access to reproductive care
and abortion services.

Protect unborn life through every means 
available.

Biden has promised to "reinvent alliances, 
partnerships, and international institutions to 
meet common challenges”. His platform says, 
“We will lead not just with the example
of our power, but with the power of our 
example.”

End reliance on China and, “Drain the globalist 
swamp by taking on international organizations that 
hurt American citizens”.
Bring troops home and “Wipe out global terrorists 
who threaten to harm Americans.”

Would reverse Trump Administration 
policies that separate parents and children 
at the Mexican border.
Supports legalizing the Dreamers, adults who 
arrived in the U.S. illegally as children.

There is no mention of the border wall, but 
promises to deny illegal immigrants Welfare and a 
requirement for new (legal) immigrants to be able 
to support themselves financially.

Would expand free college and university 
education.

Provide school choice to every child in America.
Teach American exceptionalism.

Considers gun violence is a public health crisis 
and supports measures to control
access to guns.

Supports the exercise of 2nd amendment right to bear 
arms

Abortion rights / Climate and Ecology / Coronavirus  / Economy / Education / Foreign policy 
/ Gun control / Healthcare / Immigration / Jobs / Justice system



Complete columns 2 and 3 with the candidates' promises on the next page – NOT SO EASY

Joe BIDEN (77) / Kamala HARRIS (55)
DEMOCRATS

Donald TRUMP (74) / Mike PENCE (61)
REPUBLICANS

Coronavirus Increase free testing and implement contact 
tracing. Financially support small businesses 
and families hit by the pandemic.

Economy Cut taxes and create a million small businesses.
Tax breaks for companies who return manufacturing to 
the U.S., but a ban on federal contracts for companies 
that outsource to China.

Jobs

Climate
and

Ecology

Wants to invest $3 trillion on green energy 
and research into green technologies.
Would rejoin the Paris Agreement and aim for
zero emissions by 2050.

The only mentions of green issues are: “to lead the 
world in access to the cleanest drinking water and 
cleanest air.”
“Partner with other nations to clean up our planet’s 
oceans.”

Justice system Hire more police and law enforcement officers.
Prosecute drive-by shootings as acts of domestic 
terrorism. Keep dangerous criminals locked up until 
trial.

Healthcare Would protect Social Security and Medicare, lower 
prescription prices and insurance premiums.

Abortion rights

Foreign policy End reliance on China and, “Drain the globalist swamp
by taking on international organizations that hurt 
American citizens”.
Bring troops home and “Wipe out global terrorists 
who threaten to harm Americans.”

Immigration Would reverse Trump Administration 
policies that separate parents and children 
at the Mexican border.
Supports legalizing the Dreamers, adults who 
arrived in the U.S. illegally as
children.

Education

Gun control



The candidates' promises  – NOT SO EASY

1. Considers gun violence is a public health crisis and supports measures to control access to guns.

2. Create 10 million new jobs in 10 months and cut workers’ taxes.

3. Develop a vaccine by the end of the year and “return to normal in 2021.

4. He has promised to "reinvent alliances, partnerships, and international institutions to meet common challenges”. His platform 
says, “We will lead not just with the example of our power, but with the power of our example.”

5. He wants to reduce incarceration and increase rehabilitation. He doesn’t support calls to defund police departments but would 

divert some money from policing into social services.

6.There is no mention of the border wall,  but promises to deny illegal immigrants Welfare and a requirement for new (legal)

immigrants to be able to support themselves financially.

7. Promises  access to reproductive care and abortion services.

8. Protect unborn life through every means available.

9. Provide school choice to every child in America.Teach American exceptionalism.

10. Support the exercise of 2nd amendment right to bear arms

11. Supports raising the minimum wage to $15 an hour.

12. Wants to reverse the current administration’s tax cuts to obtain money to help the economy, but reform taxes to help low-

income families.

13. Would expand free college and university education.

14. Would expand Obamacare healthcare to cover 97% of Americans.



Joe BIDEN's promises  or Donald TRUMP's promises ? TEACHER

1. Increase free testing and implement contact tracing. Financially support small businesses and families hit by the pandemic. / 
Develop a vaccine by the end of the year and “return to normal in 2021.”

2. Cut taxes and create a million small businesses. Tax breaks for companies who return manufacturing to the U.S., but a ban on 
federal contracts for companies that outsource to China. /  Wants to reverse the current administration’s tax cuts to obtain 
money to help the economy, but reform taxes to help low-income families. Would insist on the federal government investing in 
U.S.made materials and services.

3. Supports raising the minimum wage to $15 an hour. / Create 10 million new jobs in 10 months and cut workers’ taxes. 

4. Wants to invest $3 trillion on green energy and research into green technologies. Would rejoin the Paris Agreement and aim for 
zero emissions by 2050. / The only mentions of green issues are: “to lead the world in access to the cleanest drinking water and 
cleanest air.” “Partner with other nations to clean up our planet’s oceans.”

5. Hire more police and law enforcement officers. Prosecute drive-by shootings as acts of domestic terrorism. Keep 
dangerous criminals locked up until trial. / He wants to reduce incarceration and increase rehabilitation. He doesn’t 
support calls to defund police departments but would divert some money from policing into social services.

6. Would protect Social Security and Medicare, lower prescription prices and insurance premiums. / Would expand Obamacare 
healthcare to cover 97% of Americans.

7. Promises access to reproductive care and abortion services. / Protect unborn life through every means available.

8. He has promised to "reinvent alliances, partnerships, and international institutions to meet common challenges”. His platform 
says, “We will lead not just with the example of our power, but with the power of our example.” / End reliance on China and, 
“Drain the globalist swamp by taking on international organizations that hurt American citizens”. Bring troops home and “Wipe out 
global terrorists who threaten to harm Americans.”

9. There is no mention of the border wall, but promises to deny illegal immigrants Welfare and a requirement for new (legal) 
immigrants to be able to support themselves financially. / Would reverse the current Administration policies that separate parents 
and children at the Mexican border. Supports legalizing the Dreamers, adults who arrived in the U.S. illegally as children.

10. Provide school choice to every child in America. Teach American exceptionalism. / Would expand free college and university 
education.

11. Considers gun violence is a public health crisis and supports measures to control access to guns. / Support the exercise of 2nd 
amendment right to bear arms



Joe BIDEN's promises  or Donald TRUMP's promises ? STUDENT

1. Increase free testing and implement contact tracing. Financially support small businesses and families hit by the pandemic. / 
Develop a vaccine by the end of the year and “return to normal in 2021.”

2. Cut taxes and create a million small businesses. Tax breaks for companies who return manufacturing to the U.S., but a ban on 
federal contracts for companies that outsource to China. /  Wants to reverse the current administration’s tax cuts to obtain 
money to help the economy, but reform taxes to help low-income families. Would insist on the federal government investing in 
U.S.made materials and services.

3. Supports raising the minimum wage to $15 an hour. / Create 10 million new jobs in 10 months and cut workers’ taxes. 

4. Wants to invest $3 trillion on green energy and research into green technologies. Would rejoin the Paris Agreement and aim for 
zero emissions by 2050. / His only mentions of green issues are: “to lead the world in access to the cleanest drinking water and 
cleanest air.” “Partner with other nations to clean up our planet’s oceans.”

5. Hire more police and law enforcement officers. Prosecute drive-by shootings as acts of domestic terrorism. Keep 
dangerous criminals locked up until trial. / He wants to reduce incarceration and increase rehabilitation. He doesn’t 
support calls to defund police departments but would divert some money from policing into social services.

6. Would protect Social Security and Medicare, lower prescription prices and insurance premiums. / Would expand Obamacare 
healthcare to cover 97% of Americans.

7. Promises access to reproductive care and abortion services. / Protect unborn life through every means available.

8. He has promised to "reinvent alliances, partnerships, and international institutions to meet common challenges”. His platform 
says, “We will lead not just with the example of our power, but with the power of our example.” / End reliance on China and, 
“Drain the globalist swamp by taking on international organizations that hurt American citizens”. Bring troops home and “Wipe out 
global terrorists who threaten to harm Americans.”

9. There is no mention of the border wall, but promises to deny illegal immigrants Welfare and a requirement for new (legal) 
immigrants to be able to support themselves financially. / Would reverse the current Administration policies that separate parents 
and children at the Mexican border. Supports legalizing the Dreamers, adults who arrived in the U.S. illegally as children.

10. Provide school choice to every child in America. Teach American exceptionalism. / Would expand free college and university 
education.

11. Considers gun violence is a public health crisis and supports measures to control access to guns. / Support the exercise of 2nd 
amendment right to bear arms


